Become part of our amazing community and ‘ohana, while it becomes part of you.

With us, teaching and learning is all around. It never stops. Students learn from teachers, teachers from students, people from place. Together, we all learn from nature and beauty and the power of Hawaiian values. From the inside out, we move ahead with hearts open, minds ready, and voices we will make heard.

This is what’s possible… when we forever learn.

Forever Learn

Belong

to an openhearted ‘ohana of teachers and learners.

Embrace

a diverse range of student voices and empower them to be heard.

Immerse

yourself in meaningful connections, local values, and a broad worldview.

Foster

a collaborative spirit through a rich mosaic of educational opportunities.

teachinhhawaii.org
Lānaʻi

Don’t let Lānaʻi’s small geographic footprint fool you. The opportunities presented by the island’s stunning natural environment, world-class golf courses, and luxurious resorts are truly boundless. In any given day you may find yourself watching dolphins in the ocean, riding horseback through lush fields, driving a four-wheeler on back road trails, and relaxing on Polihua Beach.

The Lānaʻi ‘Ohana.

Lānaʻi is part of the Maui school district, and offers one of the most intimate and closely-knit school communities given the island’s small size.

- Teachers: 44
- Students: 569
- Support Staff: 35
- Elementary-Middle-High Schools: 1

Living on Lānaʻi

- Main Airport: Lānaʻi Airport (LNY)
- Average Single-Family Home: $600,000
- Average Single-Bedroom Rent: $1,394
- Average Electric Bill: $202
- Monthly Full-Time Daycare: $900
- Gallon of Milk: $5.61
- Visitor Information: 800.947.4774